Abstract. Verification of modeled rainfall with precipitation observed by a rain gauge network has been performed in a case study over the Cyprus Island. Cyprus has a relatively dense rain gauge network. The applied verification method is the Contiguous Rain Area (CRA) analysis. Some drawbacks of the CRA method are pointed out when it is applied to such a case study. Impact on the CRA results, when considering different dimensions of the verification sub-domain and different types of indicators (correlation and mean square error) used in the comparison, are discussed. Results indicate that care should be taken when verification of modeled rainfall is performed over a domain smaller than the model one.
Introduction
Oceans cover a large part of our planet; as a consequence of that, much rain falls at sea. Unfortunately, oceanic rainfall is difficult to measure. Although many climatologic studies (Ikai and Nakamura, 2003; Imakoa and Spencer, 2000; Michaelides et al., 2004) show that satellite sensors can provide information on hydrological cycle, verification of shortterm forecasts (up to 2 days), over marine regions, remains problematic. It is possible to have information to estimate rainfall where islands, with rain gauges, are present. It is known that numerical models provide area average information on grid points, not point values. Thus, comparison between forecast rain and observations collected over small islands by very few rain gauges may produce misleading results, since such small islands can be thought as point locations. Cyprus is an island large enough to have a dense rain gauge network, but it is not so large as to be considered as a land region. Its orography is simple enough, having an isolated mountain in the western part (Mt. Olympus; 1951 m) Correspondence to: N. Tartaglione (nazario.tartaglione@unicam.it) and a thin barrier in northern part. This work was carried out within the framework of the VOLTAIRE European project (Validation of multi-sensor precipitation fields and numerical modeling in Mediterranean test sites), where the island of Cyprus is one of test sites.
One of the tasks of this project is the comparison between all available observations and numerically modeled rain fields. Comparison between model outputs and observations is useful for assessing the capacity of models to well predict variables like precipitation. A method for evaluating forecast precipitation quality, in order to assess horizontal displacements, is the Contiguous Rain Area (CRA) analysis (Ebert and McBride, 1998, 2000) . The CRA analysis allows decomposing the total spatial error into three different error sources: displacement, rain volume and pattern errors. Usually, verification of rain events is performed over large domains, often at national scale (Accadia et al., 2005; McBride and Ebert, 2000; Mesinger, 1996) . However, for large domains, verification of a single event might be difficult when other simultaneous events are present. McBride and Ebert (2000) pointed out that a way to avoid this problem is to perform regional verification. The verification problem is also complicated by the presence of different rainfall patterns in a single event. Orographic precipitation and frontal rainfall might alter model skill assessment, especially where observations are only available over small areas. In this paper, the authors study a rain event where this kind of problem is present.
In this work a numerical model is verified over Cyprus for a relatively heavy precipitation event during the period 5-6 March 2003. Actually observed rainfall was due to a cold front that advected moist air from south associated with a trough with its main axis lying west of the island. This synoptic system was originally associated with an upper level cold air pool over Italy on 3 March. This cyclone moved then eastward, affecting southern Greece and Crete on the 4th March as shown in Fig. 1 . The system slowed down during the following 24-h remaining almost standing over the eastern Mediterranean Sea. At 18:00 UTC on 5 March, the 500 hPa geopotential pattern (Fig. 2) shows as the cyclone's centre is located north of the island of Crete between Greece and Turkey. The persistence of this cyclone over the Eastern Mediterranean produced very intense precipitation over the southern part of Turkey and moderate rainfall over Cyprus during the 24-h period ending at 6 March, 06:00 UTC (Fig. 3) . This article is divided as follows. Section 2 describes the model, data and methodologies used for estimating the displacement and intensity errors of forecast rainfall. In Sect. 3 the CRA analysis is applied and results are described, problems met in this case are discussed. Finally in Sect. 4 conclusions are presented.
The model, data and methods

The BOLAM Model
The model used in this comparison is the BOlogna Limited Area Model (BOLAM) developed at FISBAT-CNR (now ISAC-CNR) (Buzzi et al., 1994) . BOLAM is a finite difference, hydrostatic primitive-equations model. The dynamical core is based on the Forward-Backward Advection Scheme (FBAS) developed by Malguzzi and Tartaglione (1999) . This scheme, formally equivalent to the leapfrog scheme, is much more efficient since it can run with a Courant number up to two, and it can be coupled with a forward-backward scheme for solving the gravity waves. The numerical diffusion is based on ∇ 4 operator. The model presents a few hydrometeors that are advected by a lagrangian scheme. The convection scheme consists in the Kain-Fritsch parameterization Fritsch, 1990, 1995) . The radiation parameterization follows the Geylen scheme (Geleyn and Hollingsworth, 1979) . The model runs on a rotated Arakawa C grid (in geographical coordinates), where the rotated equator goes across the domain's midlatitude, in order to minimize grid anisotropy. The standard 6-h, 0.5 • resolution, 60 hybrid level, European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses and forecasts were first horizontally interpolated to the BOLAM outer domain, with 0.3 • grid spacing resolution, covering the entire Mediterranean region, and then vertically interpolated to 40 equally spaced sigma levels. A smaller domain (with 0.09 • grid spacing) covering the Eastern Mediterranean ( Fig. 3) was nested in the larger and coarser one that provides initial and boundary conditions. 
Observed precipitation
The Cyprus rain gauges, which were available in the European Project VOLTAIRE (http://www.voltaireproject.org) were used to compare rainfall modeled by BOLAM. The Cyprus rain gauge network (managed by the Cyprus Meteorological Service) is composed of 147 rain gauges, covering the Western part of the island. The precipitation is accumulated in 24 h, starting from 06:00 UTC of each day and ending at 06:00 UTC of the following day. The event occurred on 5 March 2003 when a cyclone interested the Eastern Mediterranean. Thus, precipitation analyzed in the present paper was accumulated from 06:00 UTC, 5 March 2003 to 06:00 UTC, 6 March 2003. Gridded analysis of the observed precipitation field has been performed using a two-pass Barnes scheme (Barnes, 1973) . This technique assigns a gaussian weight to an observation as a function of distance between the observation and grid box center. The two-pass implementation described by Koch et al. (1983) has been applied. A first pass is performed to produce a first guess precipitation analysis, followed by a second pass that increases the amount of detail from the previous pass. The convergence parameter is set to 0.2 for both passes, while the average data spacing has been set to 0.2 • . This setting is consistent with the constraint that the ratio between grid size and average data spacing lays between 0.3 and 0.5 (Barnes, 1964 (Barnes, , 1973 . Grid points that do not have any rain gauge within a radius of 0.15 • were neglected to avoid the excessive rainfall spreading introduced by the analysis scheme on grid points far from the actual locations of rain gauges.
Forecast precipitation
The precipitation used for the comparison was the one forecast by BOLAM having a grid spacing of 0.09 • . Modeled rain was accumulated in the same time period of the observations. Contours of the forecast precipitation over the integration domain are shown in Fig. 3 . In order to perform a homogenous comparison, model output was interpolated from the native grid to a latitude-longitude grid with a horizontal grid spacing of 0.09 • . The interpolation scheme is the remapping procedure (Baldwin, 2000; Accadia et al., 2003) , used operationally at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/Environmental Modeling Center (NCEP/EMC). Accadia et al. (2003) have recently shown that the NCEP remapping scheme is better than a simple bilinear interpolation scheme. Contours of the remapped precipitation, zoomed in the region of Cyprus, are shown in Fig. 4 . 
Methods
Comparison between forecast and observed fields, both in a statistical and in a deterministic (case-study) approach, can be performed in many ways. For example, by using visual verification, continuous and categorical statistics or joint distributions (Wilks, 1995) , just to mention a few. These methods are also called standard. Diagnostic verification methods, like scale decomposition, entity-based and eventoriented analysis (Ebert, 2004) , can be also used together with the aforementioned standard verification methods.
In particular, in an operational forecasting activity context, the most commonly used tools for statistical evaluation of quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs) are nonparametric skill scores (i.e., ETS, BIA, POD, FAR, etc.) based on contingency tables. However, single case-study verification by means of standard nonparametric statistical methods may lead to unstable results, due to the paucity of the statistical sample. Since the interest is in the assessment of pattern and volume differences between observations and model forecast for a single event, the use of an object-oriented technique like the CRA (Ebert and McBride, 1998, 2000) analysis was preferred. This object-oriented technique is simply based on a pattern matching of two contiguous areas, defined as the observed and forecast precipitation areas delimited by a chosen isohyet. The event magnitude, although intense for the Cyprus Island, did not reach particularly high levels; hence the isohyet (CRA rain rate contour) was set to 0.0 mm/24 h. Thus, to perform the pattern matching and obtain the best agreement between observations and forecasts, the forecast field is shifted within a rectangular domain enclosing the CRA, whose size (shifting value) is selected by the user.
When dealing with precipitation or, more in general, when the question is about forecast ability to match the field maxima, the most suitable criterion to measure the spatial error is the mean square error (MSE) minimization. Hence, in this study the displacement error was assessed by appropriately shifting the forecast precipitation field so that the total squared difference against the observed rain field was minimized. This approach has the appealing feature that it is possible to simply decompose the error into three component sources: the displacement, the pattern and the volume errors . However, to determine the horizontal displacement of the forecast precipitation pattern, the maximum pattern correlation criterion was also considered. This criterion tends to match the pattern structure of the observed and forecast fields.
The two criteria may produce, in general, different results, over a small or irregular CRA domain, as opposed to verification over a large CRA domain . Moreover, the use of MSE criterion in a limited spatial domain may lead to misleading results. This happens when the algorithm minimizes MSE, shifting the forecast field out of As Fig. 6 , but for MSE criterion (see Table 2 ). the domain, instead of matching up with the nearby observation field (Grams et al., 2005) .
The CRA analysis has been performed using three shifting values sv: 9, 13 and 17; hence, the precipitation forecast field was shifted from −sv to sv grid points (i.e., from −sv×0.09 • to sv×0.09 • ) both in latitude and in longitude.
Since observations were not available on each grid point, the number N of grid points, where the analysis was performed, changed from shift to shift. For this reason, a minimum requirement in the correlation (not to be confused with the pattern-matching criterion) had to be fulfilled in order to consider each shift as reasonable. The correlation value depends on the effective number of indipendent comparing samples, which are function of N and the autocorrelation of both the observed and forecast fields. After choosing a 95% confidence level, the F test (Panofsky and Brier, 1958; Xie and Arkin, 1995) was chosen to assess the statistical significance of each shift.
3 CRA applied to rain field over Cyprus Figure 5 shows the observed rainfall, accumulated in 24 h, obtained with the Barnes analysis method. 73 model grid points are included in the area covered by rain gauges. Figure 4 shows the 24-h accumulated forecast precipitation over the Cyprus region. The classical visual subjective verification indicates a slight westward displacement of the forecast precipitation field with respect to the observed one. This displacement can be estimated in 0.6 • westward, and 0.1 • southward. Maximum precipitation recorded during the considered time was about 40 mm in 24 h. This value has the same magnitude of maximum precipitation modeled by BO-LAM over Cyprus. Overall, the BOLAM rain forecast can be assessed (subjectively) as a good forecast.
The Barnes analysis method produces a smoother observed precipitation field, so the precipitation assigned to each grid point is different from observations available at single stations. In this case the rain gauge network covers an area smaller than the integration domain of the model, hence it is natural to ask which subset of the model domain is the best to use for the CRA comparison. The subsets used in this work have been described in Sect. 2. Results obtained with the criterion of the maximum correlation are shown in Table 1 and those obtained with the minimum MSE are shown in Table 2 .
Figures 6 and 7 show the shifted rain fields with displacement values as in column 3 of both tables. Although highest correlation values of data, in Table 1, and lower values of  MSE, in Table 2 , are found for a maximum allowed shift of 17 grid points, they seem to be the least reliable. In fact, using the maximum correlation criterion (Table 1) , the shift, which gives the best correlation, is actually associated with an increase of MSE. Thus, a negative displacement error was obtained, then it was impossible to perform the MSE decomposition (see dashes in Table 1 ). The corresponding displacement found using the minimum MSE criterion (Table 2) is not consistent with the one found using the other criterion, although the associated correlation is the best of those shown in Table 2 . A visual inspection of Figs. 5, 6c and 7c indicates that the forecast displacement found using both methods with such a relatively large maximum allowed shift (17 grid points) yields an unphysical comparison between forecast an observed fields. A larger domain over a relatively small verification area might produce incorrect pattern matching due to the presence of many precipitation patterns that satisfy either minimum MSE or maximum correlation criteria. Considering the results associated with the other shifts, the correlation seems to be more stable than MSE criterion (cf . Tables 1 and 2 ). Displacements found with the former method remain the same using either 9 or 13 grid points as maximum shift. For 17 grid points, this is not true. Moreover, results obtained using the correlation criterion seems to be more physically plausible (cf . Figs. 4, 6 and 7) .
It is worth noting in Table 2 that when the maximum allowed shift is 9 grid points the pattern error represents about 77% of total error, whereas volume error is close to zero. This should not come as a surprise since minimization of mean square error implies a minimization of the volume error. These results are different from those obtained with the maximum correlation criterion, where volume error is higher, accounting for about 54% of total error. Instead, the maximization of correlation implicates a minimization of the pattern error. Such a minimization should be obtained by the modeled rain pattern that is closest to the observed pattern, if the forecast is good, inducing also a low value of the displacement error, as observed in this case. Shift for the maximum and significant correlation is 0.27 • West, 0.09 • South as shown in Table 1 . These values are close enough to ones obtained in the subjective and qualitative visual comparison and indicate a quite good forecast.
Considering the low value of the displacement (0.09 • corresponds to 1 grid point) in the first row of Table 2 , it can be noted that for a domain allowing a 9 grid point shift, the MSE criterion indicates that this forecast was specifically good.
Conclusions
Although verification of rainfall using contiguous rain area analysis is an effective approach to verify systematic errors in quantitative precipitation forecasts , some care has to be taken in the evaluation of precipitation for small areas. This is especially important where small rain gauge networks are present, such as in islands like Cyprus. Thus, verification of modeled precipitation in ocean regions might present problems completely different from large land regions, where large rain gauge networks and more weather events may coexist.
In this paper the authors investigated the CRA approach to verify precipitation forecast during a single rain event over Cyprus. Two or more forecast rainfall patterns, with their relative maximum, near each other might make the CRA analysis unstable when observations are compared with these patterns that might be well far off the island.
Actually, verification of modeled rain is currently performed over large land regions as, for example, Australia and USA. However, as remarked by Ebert and McBride (2000) , verification at national scale using standard techniques might produce misleading results when multiple weather systems are present. Instead, an objective-oriented technique, such as the CRA analysis, is able to separate the multiple weather systems' effects by separately focusing on the regional domain of each system.
In the case discussed in this paper, the verification area seems to be too small compared to the forecast rain field in order to have a physically significant CRA analysis. Since the considered observations are limited over the Cyprus area, the comparison was performed considering only a small model sub-domain covering the rain gauge network. However, it must be pointed out that the presented results were always statistically significant. This indicates that area verification may be still dependent on a subjective choice of dimensions of the forecast domain to be verified. This might be a problem when verifying precipitation forecasts using the CRA method over areas small, if compared with the model domain.
Although defining the right dimension of the verification area is a problem, as showed earlier, it is necessary to define also the statistical indicator to use in the verification.
Correlation seems to be a better indicator than mean square error, for the case analyzed in this paper. It should be remarked that this could not be true in general. In other cases other indicators, as the same mean square error, might be better than correlation. However, in many cases maximization of correlation and minimization of mean square error give similar displacements. Decision of the type of indicator to use likely will depend on region or/and season (i.e. from the phenomenology). For example, Grams et al. (2005) found that the maximization of correlation worked better when considering convective systems. Thus, an assessment of the reliability of the indicator should be performed by operational centres currently using the CRA method. Actually, the presence of different patterns on the control domain can induce some kind of errors, especially if the method is applied in an automated unsupervised way.
Evaluation of a precipitation forecast skill with indicators like MSE involves differences between observed and forecast fields. When different patterns of forecast rain are present close to the area of observation, the pattern associated with the best value of the selected indicator might not be the one actually associated with observed rainfall. On the other hand, correlation could not be the best indicator in other situations, for instance, when the analyzed field is very smooth. Thus, the choice of an appropriate verification methodology seems to be crucial for assessing model forecast quality.
